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APPEN0!X B

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
,

REGION IV '

.- :
'

4RC Inspection Report: 50-445/92-24 Unit 1 Operating License: NPF-87
'

50-445 "42-24 Unit 2 Construction Permit: CpPR-127
{Expiration Date: August 1, 1995 -

Licensee: TV Elect.ic
Skywav fower '

400 North Olive Street
Lock Box 81

-Dallas, Texas 75201
!

facility Name: Comanct.e Peak Steam Electric Station Units 1 and 2

Inspection At: Glen Rose, Texas

Inspection ConducterS June 7 through July 18, 1992

Inspectors: W. B. Jones, Senior Resident Inspector
G. E. Werner. Resident inspector
C. E. John s , Project Engineer

Reviewed by: G.tA A JhES 2_
L. A. Yandell, Chief, Project Section 6
Division of Reactor Projects DatQ

'

|

Inspection Summar_v |
'

Inspection Conducted June 7 through July 18. 1992 (Report 50-445/92-24)

Areas inspected: Unannounced resident safety inspection of plant status,
followup on corrective actions for violations,. licensee event report followup, i
onsite event followup, operational safety verification, maintenance
observation, and surveillance obser;stion.

Results: -Improvement was'noted in the daily communication between licensed
and nonlicensed operators. One instance was identified where the status of an
annunciator on a local panel was not' identified to the reactor operators7

-

(paragraph 7.2). This indicated that additional management attention was
warranted to assure that communications occur at the level and detail
expected.. Management oversight of daily.and complex evolutions was evident._

The Chservation Managers, established following the loss of spent fuel pool
cooling event, were' effective in assessing personnel performance (paragraph
6.4). . Operator response to the loss of both main feedwater pumps and the
blackout sequencer actuation (paragraphs 5.1 and 5.2) was excellent.

~

The'

licensee identified.that auxiliary operator performance was not always
consistent with managements' exnectations (paragraph 6.6).
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Maintenance activities were perfo med in accordance with the wcsk
instructions. One violation was identified for the failure to initiate an
Operations Notification and Evaluation (ONE) Form for an adverse condition on *

one of the motor driver auxiliary feedwater-(MDAFW) pumps (paragraph 7.1). An
observation was made concerning the completeness of work instructions for
previous work on the MDAFW pump and a radiation monitor (paragraphs 7.1 and j

7.2) in that the work instructions and assessment of work performed may not
-have accurately depicted'the scope of work performed.

Tne licensee performed observed surveillance activities in a;. ,rdance with the
work instructions and within the Technical Specification time requirements
, paragraphs 8.1 through 8.5). '

Radiation protection personnel demonstrated cognizance of work activities
within the' radiation controlled area (parapraph 6.1). They were aware of 4

changing plant conditions and these changes were appropriately discussed
during shift turnover.

>

Security personnel. maintained ontrol of personnel, packages, and vehicles
entering the protected area (paragraph 6.2). ;ecurity officers responded
appropriately to a security drill to engage a postulated adversary force.

Inspection Conducted June 7 through Jul_y 18. 1992 (Report 50-446/92-241

Areas inspected: No inspection activities.were conducted on Unit 2. ;

Results: Not applicable.

;

>
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DETARS
'

l. PERSONS CONTACTED
'

TU_ ELECTRIC
0. Bhatty, Site Licensing
R. C. Byrd, Manager, Quality Control
W. J. Cahill,. Group Vice President, Nuclear Engineering and Operations
R. Flores, Shift Operations Manager
J. J. Kelley, Plant Manager
D. M. McAfee, Manager, Quality Assurance
S. S. Palmer, StipulaH on Manager

.A. B. Scott, Vice President, Nuclear Operations ;

C. L. Terry, Chief Engineer
B. W. Wieland, Maintenance Manager

ClTlZENS ASSOCIATION FOR._ SOUND _ ENERGY (CASE)
O. L. Thero, Consultant

In addition to the above personnel present at the exit interview, the
inspectors held discussions with various operations, engineering, technical
support, maintenance, and administrative members of the licensee's staff.

2. PLANT JTAJUS (71707) ,
,

The unit operated at essentially 100 percent power until lune 11 when a manual ,

|reactor trip was initiated. Both main feedwater pumps had tripped
simultaneousl ' resulting in a loss of feedwater flow. The reactor operator
initiated a m a ual reactor trip prior to any steam generator low icvel
setpoint being reached. .The plant was maintained in Mode 3 while the cause
for the main feedwater pumps trippirg was assessed and troubleshooting
activities completed. The reactor was then taken critical on June 13 and full
power operation attained on June 16. On June 23 an engineered safety features
actuation occurred when the unit safeguards buses transferred from the ,

preferred offsite power source (Transformer XSTI) to the al. ternate offsite-

power sourci; (Transformer XST2). -The transfer occurred because of a lighting
strike to-Transformer ST1, which-is supplied by the same offsite line as

' Transformer X$72. The unit remained at essentially 100 percent power through
the'end of the ti.:nection period.

3.- FOLLOWUP ON CORRECTIVE ACTIONS FOR VIOLATIONS (92702)

3.1 -(Closed) Violation 445/9033-01: f ailure to close personnel airlock inner
-door equalizing valve,

L
.

This. violation involved a failure to satisfy the Unit 1 Technical
| Specification-requirement for maintaining the personnel airlock operable, in

TV Electric's letter, TXX-91005, dated January 3, 1991, the licensee concluded
:that they" failed to maintain positive control of containment integrity during ,

i
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manual operation of the personnel airlock inner door. This failure resulted
from insufficient administrative controls applied to the airlock equalizing
valves. Specifically, the licensee identified that the equalizing valves were
not locked. in addition, the operating procedure for manual operation of the
airlock doors required postoperation valve alignment checks to be performed on
the equalizing valves; however, the procedure only applied if the equalizing
valves were manipulated by operations. At the time the equalizing valves were
left open, the operator was not aware that the valves had been repositioned
and, therefore, he did not verify the equalizing valves were closed when
exiting the airlock.

The licensee has placed the inner and outer door equalizing valves and two
other similar valves under the locked valve administrative control program.
The inspector verified these valves were included in Operation
Procedure ODA-403, Revision 2, " Operations Department Locked Valve Control."
The inspector concluded that the licensee's corrective actions were
appropriate. This-violation is closed.

3.2 (Closed) Violation 445/9162-01: Failure to Properly Alig' the Residualn

Heat Removal (RHR) System for Standby Readiness

Oa Decemoer 6,1991, the licensee identified that the residual heat removal
' crosstie valves were closed with the plant in Mode 3. This condition was

prohibited by Integrated Plant Operating Procedure IP0-001A, Revision 10,
" Plant Heatup From Cold Shutdown to Hot Standby," and Operating
Prncedure 50P-102, Revision 6, " Residual Heat Removal System." The crosstie
valves were determined to have been closed for approximately 53 hours.
Licensee Event Report (LER) 91-30 documents this event and the licensee's
corrective actions. Tne inspector reviewed this LER in assessing the
licensee's corrective actions.

The licensee completed the corrective actions specified in its response to the
Notice of Violation and -Imposition of Civil Penalty (EA 91-189) and the LER.
On May 12, 1992, a similar event was identified by the inspector involving a
loss of spent fuel pool cooling. This later event is documented in NRC
Inspection Report 50-445/92-20; 50-446/92-20 (EA 92-107). The licensee's
corrective actions for the RHR crosstie valves were considered in the letter
and Notice of Violation to- EA 92-107.- The corrective actions will be reviewed
in the followup to EA 92-107. This violation is closed.

3.3 (Closed) Violation 445/9162-02: Turbine Driven Auxiliary
teedwater (TDAFW) Pump inoperable With tt.e Unit in Mode 3

On December 4, 1991, the licensee identified that the TDAFW pump steam
admission valves were in pull-to-lock at the time the unit entered Mode 3.
This is a condition prohibited by the Technical Specifications. The operators
incorrectly assumed that, because the surveillance test for the TDAFW pump
could not be performed until sufficient steam pressure was available, the
proper system lineup was not required. This event is also documented in

- -. -. - . ,- - .- --, .- - - - -
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LER 91-029, "lechnical Specification Violation Due To Steam Supply Valves lo
The Turbine Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Being isolated in Mode 3."

The inspector reviewed the licensee's response to the Notice of Violation and
the corrective actions described in the LER. The inspector verified that the
licensee has developed and provided lessons learned on this event to the
operators on the requirements of Technical Specifications 3.0.4 and 4.0.4
which address surveillance testing and mode changes. The licensee also
revised plant procedures for integrated plant startup, AFW system operability
test, and operator leg sheets to provide procedural requirements and
checklists for equipment lineups prior to making mode changes. This violation -

is closed.

3.4 (Closedl_ Violation _445/9162-03: Failure to Initiate an Active Limiting
Condition for Operation for the 10AfW Pump Being inoperable

This violation resulted from the failure to upgrade a tracking limiting
condition for operation for the TDAFW pump to an active limiting condition for
operation when the unit entered Mode 3. The TDAFW pump is required for Mode 3
operation. The licensee provided training on the use of active and tracking
limiting conditions for operation to both the onshift operators and the other
operating crews. These corrective actions were deemed to be appropriate.
This violation is closed.

4. ONSITE FOLLOWUP OF WRITTEN REPORTS OF NONROUTINE EVENTS (92700)
s

The inspectors reviewed the below listed LERs to determine whether corrective
actions were adequate and whether the responses to the events were adequate
and met regulatory requirements, license conditions, and commitments.

-

4.1 (Closed) LER 90-032: " Failure to Identify Proper Design Bases Resulted
in Operation And lesting Of The Containment Personnel Air Lock (PAL) Hydraulic
System laconsistent With Existing Design"

On September 19, 1992, the licensee identified tha+ the personnel airlock,

qualification was not properly addressed in the desoin basis, Final Safety
Analysis Report (FSAR), master equipment list, or operating procedures.
Specifically, the personnel airlock design requirement that the hydraulic
system function as a containment isolation barrier was not identified.

The licensee determined that the root cause for the event was that the
personnel airlock hydraulic system was treated as a subcomponent. Because of
insufficient identification of subcomponent specifications, the design
requirements for the personnel airlock Fydraulic system to function as a
containment isolation barrier were not adequately identified and addressed in
engineering and operating documentation.

The licensee's corrective actions were to replace the existing three-way'

diverter valves (1BS-0041, -0042, -0050, and -0058) with new valves and added
isolation valves between the existing valves and the quick disconnect. The

- -__ - __ _ ____-_-_ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .-
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design basis documents and the FSAR were updated to indicate the correct
qualification classification and the modification. Appropriate administrative
controls were added, including revisions to operating procedures. This LER is
closed.

4.2 (Closed) lER 91-030: Personnel Error leading to Mispositioned Residual
Heat Removal System Crosstie Valves

This LER and Violation 445/9162-01 both addressed personnel errors which
resulted in the residual heat removal system crosstie valves being left closed
with the unit in Mode 3. The inspector reviewed this LER and the violation --

response together in assessing the licensee's corrective actions. A
discussion of this review is provided in paragraph 3.2. This LER is closed.

4.3 ! Closed) LER 91-029: Technical Specification Violation Oue to Steam
Supply Valves to the 1DAFW Pump Isolated in Mode 3

This LER and Violation 445/9162-02 addressed personnel cognitive errors
regarding the requirements of Technical Specifications 3.0.4 and 4.0.4 and the
10AFW pump operability. The inspector reviewed this LER and the violation +

response together in assessing the licensee's corrective actions. A

discussion of this review is provided in paragraph 3.3. This LER is closed.

4.4 (Closed) LER 90-33: personnel Error Leading to Momentary loss of
Containment Integrity -

This lER and Violation 445/9033-01 addressed the auxiliary operator error and
the procedure deficiency which resulted in this event. The inspe: tor reviewed
this LER and the violation together in assessing the licensee's corrective
6,tions. A discussion of this review is provided in paragraph 3.1. This LER -

is closed.

4.5 (Closed) LFR 91-13: Loss of Offsite Power Caused by Grounded
-Transmission Line

On March 28, 1990, with the plant in Mode 5, a fault occurred on the Unit 1
preferred offsite power line which supplied the safety-related buses through
Transformer XST2. This line also supplied nonsafety-related buses through
Transformer AST. The fault caused a slow transfer to the alternate offsite
power line. The safety-related buses were then supplied through
Transformer XST1. The nonsafety-related buses remained deenergized because
their alternate power supply was not available. The Train A emergency diesel
generator started when the preferred offsite power line was lost, but did not
load. The Train A blackout sequencer also actuated as expected. The Train B
emergency diesel generator and blackout sequencer did not actuate because they
had been previously removed from service. Later, a second fault occurred on
the preferred transmission line causing the ' rain A emergency diesel generator
to start, The safety-related busses remair > energized on the alternate

- _- . _ _ - . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - - - - - _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - .-_
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offsite power supply. This event was initially reviewed by the inspectors and
is documented in NRC Inspection Report 50-445/91-14; 50-446/91-14,
paragraph 4.6.

The licensee initiated Design Modification DM 89-159, "345Kv Switchyard
Breaker Modificatien," to move the Unit 1 preferred offsite power supply from
the existing source (Parker Line) to a point supplied by both the East and ,

West busses through Breakers 7970 and 7980, respectively. Design 7
Modification Dit 90-105, " Diesel Start Logic," was initiated to modify the
emergency diesel generators' start logic. This modification would allow for
the slow transfer from the preferred offsite power source to the alternate -

power source without starting the emergency diesel generators. These
modifications were imple.nented in October and November 1991, during the first g

refueling outage. The inspector concluded that there modifications '

effectively addressed the unnecessary emergency diesel generator starts and
provided an increased level of offsite power reliability. The licensee
received an amendment to Technical Specification, Section 3/4.8, and revised
FSAR, Chapter 8, to address the deign modifications. This LER is closed.

On June 10, 1992, the licensee identified a concern with the implementation of .

DM 90-105. The inspector's review of this concern is documented in
paragraph 5.2. A lightning strike occurred on June 23, 1992, which caused a
slew transfer from the preferred offsite source to the alternate offsite power

,

source. The plant response was consistent with the design modifications.
This event is documented in paragraph 5.3..

5. ONSITE EVENT FOLLOWUP (93702)

l anual Reactor Trip Following loss of Both Feedwater pumps5.1 l
_

On June ll,1992, the reactor was manually tripped f rom 100 percent power. At,

approximately 5:28 a.m., both main feedwater (MFW) pumps tripped.
Approximately 32 seconds later the reactor operator manually tripped the
reactor prior to any low steam generator level being reached. Review of the
post-trip data showed that all proter.tive systems functioned as designed. One
steam dump valve indicated that it had partially eteck open but was isolated
before any appreciable reactor coolant system cooldown occurred. The motor
driven AFW pumps started on loss of MFW pumps and the turbine driven AFW pump
initiated on lo-lo steam generator water level.

The inspector observed the licensee securing the secondary plant ar.d other
equipment alignments necessary to maintain the plant in Mode 3. No

discrepancies were observed and the inspector found communication and
procedural compliance to be excellent. Management involvement was good and
personnel provided the support necessary to recover from the reactor trip.4

The reactor was stabilized in Mode 3 while troubleshooting activities were
ongoing to determine the cause for the MFW pump trips. Troubleshooting by
instrumentation and control (l&C) personnel identified that the No. 4 low-
steam generator (SG) pressure relay in Train A solid state protection

1

1
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system (SSPS) cabinet had actuated. This relay could have caused a trip oft

both MFW pumps. Refer to paragraph 7.3 (Maintenance Observations) of thir
report for details on the troubleshooting and corrective maintenance.'

Subsequent testing could not duplicate the actuated relay; therefore, through
reviews of electrical system prints and consultation with a Westinghouse ;

expert, the licensee replaced three cards that could have interacted with each i

other to cause the relay to actuate. All other common feedwater pump trips
were discounted. i

ONE Form 92-514 was generated in response to the simultaneous loss of both MFW
pumps and the subsequent reactor trip. Event Notification Worksheet 23634 was
completed. The event was classified as a 4-hour nonemergency event (10 CFR i

Port 50.72[b][2)), and the NRC notification was completed on June 12 at ;

7:55 a.m. (CDT).
>

5.2 Potential'y inoperable Blacnout Sequencer

On June 10, 1992, during a review of Units 1 and 2 system dif ferences, the
licensee identified that a design modification, to per;..it the offsite power
sources to slow transfer from the preferred to the alternate, without causing
an emergency diesel generator actuation, had not been properly implemented.
Design Modification 90-105, Diesel Start Log 1c, was implemented in October and
November 1991, during the first refueling outage. This modification revised

- the Class IF undervoltage relay scheme to provide a 90-cycle delay in the
.

receipt of a diesel generator start signals .The modification also provided '

for reducing the '.ime delay from the undervoltage relays to the blackout solid
state safeguards sequencers. This time delay was found not to have been
implemented.

The inspector reviewed the design modification, including the design change
notice (DCN), DCN-ll46, which addressed revising the undervoltage relay scheme
and the decrease in the blackout sequencer time delay. The design changa was
also discussed with the cognizant design engineering personnel. The reason
for decreasing the blackout sequencer time delay was to assure that the '

blackout sequencer would actuate prior to the other undervoltage relays
-

completing-their timed cycle. Otherwise, a " relay race" would occur which
could result in the blackout sequencer timing out after the undervoltage
relays had completed their timed cycles. This condition could result in the
failure of the blackout sequencer to actuate following the slow transfer to
the alternate offsite power source. The Trains A and B blackout sequencer-
serve to sequence the 6.9kv and 480v loads back onto their respective safety-
related busses. In the event of a loss of both the preferred and alternate
offsite power sourccs, the emergency-diesel generators would start and the-

blackout sequencer would have operated as expected.

The licensee initiated ONE Form 1-FX- X-508-to document the above concern. An
engineering evaluation was performed which identified that the blackout
sequencer would operate under all postulated conditions provided each Class IE
6.9ky safety-related bus was loaded with at least one motor. The evaluation
showed that the voltage decay on each Cle.s R buc was sufficiently delayed by

i
- . . . . -- .-. . . . . - . . .- -- ----
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the 6.9kv motor and that the blackout sequencer would time out prior to a
third set of undervoltage/ time delay relays which would cause the bus
transfer. On this basis, the licensee established a reoutrement that both

Class IE busses be loaded with at least one 6.9kv motor and that the
switchgear be checked twice a shift to ensure the motors were running. On ;

iJune 11 a manual reactor trip was initiated as documented in paragraph 5.1.
Priot to returning to power operation, the time delays on both blackout
sequencers were reset. The licensee conducted a review of all loads on each
Class IE 6.9kV bus from when the modification was implemented. The licensee
did identify periods when the Class IE 6.9kV busses were not loaded. The
licensee subsequently issued LER 92-15. " Personnel Error Leading To Potential
Inoperability of the Blackout Sequencer," to document the condition prohibited
by the plant's Technical Specifications.

The LER identifies the root cause for the event as the failure of th(
electrical maintenance organization to identify the sequencer timer sutpoint
change to the I&C organization. Four other contributing causes were also
noted. The inspector performed a preliminary review of each of the causal
factors. The licensee implemented Station Administrative Procedure STA-716,
Revision 7, " Site Modification Process," of March 16, 1992, which addresses
two of the causal factors for release of an unapproved DCN and designation of
a lead organization for each DM. The specific root cause and the actions to
prevent recurrence will be reviewed in detail during the LCR followup.

5.3 Automatic Initiation of Blackout Seatencer.

On June 23, with the unit at 100 percent power, a lightning strike on
Transformer STI caused a slow transfer from the preferred offsite power source
to the alternate offsite power source. This resulted in the actuation of the
blackout sequencers as exaected. The event demonstrated that DM 90-105 was
effective-in r acluding tie emergency diesel generators from starting when the
Class IE busses were reenergized from the alternate source.

At approximately 7:40 p.m. security personnel notified the control room of a
severe thunderstorm approaching the site. The operators appropriately entered
abnormal Procedure ABN-907 Revision 4 " Acts of Nature," Section 5. At
7:48 p.m. a lightning strike occurred on Transformer IST which caused-the
supply line Breakers.7970 and 7980 from the East and West busses to open.
This line also feeds the preferred Transformer XST2. When Transformer XST2
deenergized, a slow transfer of the Class IE busses to the alternate source
occurred and tne blackout scquencers actuated. Transformer XST2 reenergized

'

'after the air switch to Transformer 1ST opened. The nons;fety-relateo busses
were not-affected during the transient. The operators later returned the
Clast lE offsite power supply to the preferred source.

The inspectors reviewed abnormal Procedure ABN-601, Revision 5, " Response To A
138/345 KV System Malfunction," Section 3.0, " Plant Recovery from A Blackout
Sequencer Initiation," and verified-thai the operators response was in
accordance with the procedure. The blackout sequencer actuated the AFW

. - . . . - . , , .- . . = - .. - . - - - . , - - -
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system. Prompt action was taken to clear the SG feedwater nozzle high flow
alarm. This included shutting down the T0AFW pump and reducing reactor power.

'

5.4 Thermo-Laq Insulati_o_n

During the inspection period, the licensee conducted confirmatory testing of
the protective fire barrier system (Thermo-Lag) at Omega Point Labs in San |

'Antonio, Texas, Based on the results of the Thermo-Lag f are tests, certain
Thermo-Lag installations appeared to be inoperable. The lictnsee initiated
ONE form 92-549 on June 18 te evaluate the test results for system
operability.

The inspectors verified that the licensee nad established proper compensatory
fire watches for the areas where Thermo-Lap is relied upon. The fire watches
were initiated in accordance with the licensee's Fire Protection Manual and
were documented as Fire impairment 92-X-453.

The NRC issued Information Notice 92-46, "Thermo-Lag Fire Barrier Material
Special Review Team Final Report findings, Current fire Endurance Tests. And

- Ampacity Calculation Errors," and Bulletin 92-01, " Failure Of Thermo-Lag 330
Fire Barrier System To Maintain Cabling in Wide Cable Trays and Small Conduits
Free From Fire Damage," based in part on the licensees 1-hour fire endurance
tests. The -inspectors will followup on the licensee's corrective actions to
ensure compliance with the requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix R.

.

5.5 Summary of Findinos

The operators responded very well to the loss of both MFW pumps and the
blackout sequencer. actuation. The potentially inoperable blackout sequencer
resulted from a poor practice involving _ distribution of preliminary design
changes, an inadequate review by-the design modification review group, and the
failure to assure that the work instructions completely implemented the design

. modification. It was noted that the engineering review of unit differences
das comprehensive as demonstrated by this finding. Managements' review and
prompt implementation of corrective actions for the Thermo-Lag and blackout
sequencer issues demonstrated the appropriate level of safety awareness.

6. OPERATIONAL SAFETY VERIFICATION (71707)

'The objectives of this inspection were to ensure that this facility was being
operated safely and in conformance with regulatory requirements, to ensure
that the licensee's management controls-were effectively discharging the

| licensee's responsibilities for continued safe opeation, to assure that
selected activities of the licensee's radiological protection programs wereL

implemented in conformance with plant policies and procedures and in
compliante with regulatory requirements, and to inspect the licensee's
compliance with the approved physical- security plan.

The inspectors conducted control room observations and plant inspection tours
and reviewed logs and-licensee documentation of equipment problems. Through

|:
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in-plant observations and attendance of the licensee's plan-of-the-day
meetings, the inspectors maintained cognizance over plant status and lechnical
Specifications action statements in effect.

The following paragraphs provide details of certain creas reviewed during this
inspection period.

I

6.1 Radiation Protection Observation
^

:The inspectors reviewed the activities associated with the implementation of
the radiological protection program. The review consisted of observing
activities requiring radiation work permits, tours of the radiologically
controlled area, and activities documented in the radiation protectiun shift
log. Following the reactor trip on June 11, the inspector verified that
radiation-protection personnel had been informed of the event and were
cognizant of changes in the radiologically controlled area. A radiation
protection-shift turnover was observed on July-13. Plant conditions were-
appropriately assessed, and expected activities involving radiation protection
personnel were discussed.

6.2 Security Program Implementation

The. inspectors observed security access controls at the primary access point
and the auxiliary access point. Personnel and packages entering the protected
area were properly surveyed. Vehicles entering the protected area were also -

searched. On June 27, an inspector observed a security " Shadow Force Drill."
Additional security officers were' brought in to relieve the onshift crew. The
onshift crew was-designated to respond to the security threat from their post
positions. Prior to beginning the drill, the " adversary force" was briefed on
the intrusion objectives. During the. drill the- security efficers responded to
intercept the " adversary force" at selected positions. -The " adversary force"
provided a meaningful test of the licensee's security response capabilities.

6.3 Valve and System Lineup

The. inspectors verified that valves within engineered safety features system
major flow paths were properly aligned. The systems selected were residual
heat remaval, safety. injection,_AFW, chemical volume and control system, and
service water systems. The' inspectors walked down these systems and verified
that the lineups were in accordance with the operating procedures and met the
Technical Specification requirements for system operability. The inspectors

,

. toured.the control room to verify that control board _ indication reflected-
? field-conditions. -There were no discrepancies-noted in the-plant or on the
p control room board indications,

6.4 Control Room'0bservations
i

L During this inspection period, complex work activities and evolutions were
observed from the' control room. The operators provided direct oversight of

' troubleshooting activities involving the solid state protection system.

|
,

L
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Operator communications were clear and consistent with management's
expectations. The observation managers provided meaningful assessment of
operator and plant personnel performance. The unit supervisors'
administrative workload appeared reduced, thereby providing the opportunity to
oversee additional work activities. NRC Inspection Report 50-445/92-20:
50-446/92-20 identified lack of unit supervisor involvement to be a causal
factor in the loss of spent fuel pool cooling event. The inspectors reviewed
the status of control room annunciators and found the 09erators and shift
supervisory personnel were cognizant of each annunciator. One example,
identified in paragraph 7.2, was noted where the status of a local panel was
not provided to cuntrol room personnel.

6.5 Movement of Spent fuel for Refuelinq Outage 2 New Fuel

The inspector reviewed an ONE Form concerning the lateral deflection of Spent
fuel Assembly A-26 while being transported from Spent Pool No.1 Location K-22
tu location H-15. Discussions with the fuel handling supervisor indicated the
fuel assembly contacted the top of the spent fuel pool rack while being
lowered into position. A slight deflection of the fuel assembl) irom vertical
was observed and the 1 'd cell indicated that it was being partially supported
by the storage rack. E supervisor stated that the assembly did not bow and
that the fuel assembly just tilted slightly (approximately 4 i.iches), The
fuel handling supervisor immediately had the auxiliary operators stop and
straighten the spent fuel assembly. No damage was observed to either the
spent fuel assembly or the sterage rack. -

i

Prior to continuation of fuel movement, an ONE form was written and remedial
actions were initiated. The inspector observed that additional spent fuel .

movement was performed in accordance with the procedure and that
-

cou.munications were appropriate between the fuel handling supervisor and the
fueling bridge ope,ator.

6.6 Auxiliary Operator (AO) Logs

The inspector reviewed A0 logs for the week of July 6-10, 1992, for the
safeguard; and auxiliary building. Review of these logs indicated that the
A0s were making at least two inspection rounds per shift as reluired by
Procedure OWi-104, Revision 9, " Operations Department log Keeping and
Equipment Inspections." It was also noted that abnormal conditions or out-of-
specification readings were circled in red. A violation was identified during
the previous inspection involving A0 logs for abnormal conditions (NRC
Inspection Report 30-445/92-14; 50-446/92-14, paragraph 6.5) The inspector
did identify that the A0s were not always strictly meeting the requirement of
11.'0-104, paragraph 6.2.4, for addressing abnormal conditions in the 179
comment section. The procedure required that the following be included:

The reason for the condition or reading,*

The ccrrective action performed or attempted,*

..
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The results of the corrective action, and !*
Time and person notified.*

A majority of the comments reviewed listed a work request number with no
,

details. The inspectors informed the operations manager of this practice.
The licensee is reviewing whether the comments are necessary or if the
requirement should be deleted. The inspector concluded that the identified A0
practice did not constitute a safety concern.

The licensee also performed a review of A0 logs and compared them to the
security access records. The licensee-found that the A0s had made the required
entries into areas where their logs were to be taken. However, the licensee
concluded that the entries were not always of sufficient duration for the A0s
to perform their reviews-in accordance with management's expectations. The ,

licensee has reiterated its expectations to the A0s on what performance is
renuired of them.

6.7 Reactor-Startup

The inspector observed activities associated with the reLctor startup on
June 12. The' licensee met the requirements of operations Procedure ODA-108,
Revisien 5. " Post RPS/ESF Actuation Evaluation," which included assessing the
cause for the reactor trip and the corrective actions taken to preclude
recurrence. The licensee undertook reasonable actions to ider.tify the cause
for the reactor trip. Because a definitive cause for the MFW pumps tripping
could not be identified, the Vice President, Nuclear Operations provided the
authorization to return to pcwer operations. Th' inspector observed that
operators were cognizant of plant conditions throughout the restcrt activities
and that communications were appropriate. The reactor was taken critical at
5 a.m..on June 13 and full power operation attained on June 16.

,1

6.8 Summary of Findings

Radiation protection personnel maintained awareness of changing plant
conditions and work activities in the radiologically controlled area. Shift,

turnover was conducted in a professional manner and provided for an
appropriate review of plant conditions and planned work activities.

The-security officers' maintained control of access into the protected area.
-The| objectives of the " Shadow Force Drill" were met.

Improvement was noted in the daily communication 'oetween licensed and
nonlicensed operators. One instance was . identified where the status of an
annunciator on a local panel was.not identified to the reactor operators.'

This indicated that additional management attention was warranted to assure
4 that connunications occur at the level and completeness expected. Management
oversight of daily and complex evolutions was evident. The observation
managers, established following the loss of spent fuel pool cooling event,
.were~ effective in assessing personnel performance. The operators performed

!

- , . . , , , - . -.. _ - - . - . . _ - - - - -_
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well during the reactor startup and return to power operations. The licensee
identified that auxiliary operator performance was not always consistent with

_

managements' expectations. ;

'
7. MAINTENANCE OBSERVATION (62703)

7.1 MDAFW Puti.p 1-01 Work History

On June 23 the AFW system actuated as a result of both blackout sequencers
actuating. The TOAFW pump was promptiy shutdown. The two MDAFW Pumps 1-01'

and 1-02 remained in operation for approxiraately 1 1/2 hours. During this
time, the MDAFW Pump 1 01 inboard pump bearing packing extruded. This
resulted.in excessive lcakage. Corrective Maintenance Work Order 1-92-0i/516
was initiated on June 24 to repack the inboard and outboard stuffing boxes and
to drain / flush and refill the inboard bearing housing with oil. The work
activity was initiated later thct day and complete) on June 25.,

.The inspectors reviewed the completed work package. The work instructions
specified the use of graphite yarn packing only and referenced the applicable
steps in maintenance Procedure MSM-G0-7210. Revision 1, " Graphite Pump
Packing," for repacking the bearings. Two copies of the applicable section
(8.4) we e provided so the work on the inboard and outboard bearing could be
independently documented. Seven graphite yarn packing rings were placed in
each stuffing box as documented in each attached MSM-G0-7210, Section 8.4.
The inboard bearing housing oil was replaced. No water was found in the oil
reservoir. .The pump was then started to permit the packing to be adjusted and
then run-in. The active limiting condition for operation was exited and MDAFW
Pump 1-01 rcturned to service.

The inspectors requested the work history for MDAFW Pump 1-01. It was noted
that both pump bearings had been replaced in October 1991. This work activity
was completed under Corrective Wark Order C91-6080. Subsequently, Work
Order C92-0204 was implemented on January 10 to repack the inboard pump
bearing. A review of Work Order C91-6088 revealed that the work instructions
also referenced Stetion 8.4 to MSM-G0-7210. In this case though, the work
package ccntained only one' copy of Section 8.4. It was apparent that this
section had been used to document the repacking performed for both the inboard
and outboard pump bearings. Section 8.4.11 documented that 9 yarn packing
rings had been used to fill.the gland. A total of 14 packing rings should
have_been expected based on the vendor manual drawing with no lantern ring
installed. . The work package does not designate how many packing rings were

-installed in each stuffing box. A-review of Work Order 92-0204, performed on
January 10,. documents that 5 packing rings were i ;talled in the inboard pump
bearing stuffing box.

During the performance of Work Order 92-017516, the licensee ioentified the
presence of only three packing rings in the outboard pump bearing stuffing
box. Based on the dccumentation provided for the above three corrective
maintenance activities, the inspectors concluded that only three packing rings
had been added to the outboard pump bearing stuffing box when the pump bearing

_ _ _ _ _ _ , . _ _ - . _ ._ .~ , _ -. _. . -_
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j was replaced in October 1991. On July 9 the inspectors identified that an ONE
J Form had not been initiated to evaluate the cause for the inboard pump bearing

patring extruding, or for the as-found condition of the outboard pump bearing
not having the expected number of packing rings installed.

The ONE Form prccess reports adverse conditions that affect quality-related
materials, parts, components, activities, processes, procedures, and docuroents
during the operations phase. Attachment 8.4 of S1A-421, Revision 2,

[ " Operations Notification and Evalte ion (ONE) Farm," lists the conditions
which should be reported on an ONE Form. Contrary to this attachment, an ONE
form was not initiated. Additional instructions in the procedure require the -

individual who discovers the adverse condition to initiate an ONE form.
S1A-421, Revision 5, " Processing of Operations Notification and ,

Evaluation (ONE) Forms," Section 6.1.1, states "Any individual discovering an
actua1 or potential adverse condition shall identify the condition in

- accordance with STA-421, which requires the condition be documented on an ONE
Form and the ONE form be delivered to the Snift Supervisor."

The inspector noted that maintenance, operations, and plant management
personnel had the opportunity to assure that an ONE form was initiated. The
failure to initiate an ONE Form as required by STA-421 is a violation of
Criterion XVI of Appendix B to CFR Part 50 (445/9224-01). The inspector noted .

"
that this violation is very similar to the violation identified in NRC
Inspection Report 50-445/92-20; 50-446/92-20, paragraph 6.3. Subsequent to
the inspectors' identification on July 9, the licensee initiated ONE Form 92-
653 on July 10 to evaluate the following three conditions:

o Inboard stuf fing box packing on the 01 MDAFW pump (cpl-AFAPMD-01)
r

|g appears to be failing prematurely.
_

; c/ o When packing was replaced in the outboard end of the pump, only three
rings were found in the scuffing box. Usaally the stuffing boxa

accommodates 6 or 7 rings.

o Because of design differences, the 02 MDAFW pump requires a combination
of ribbon and yarn packing. The 01 pump requires only yarn packing
because of the pump shaft not being concentric with the stuffing box
(DCN 82592/0). However, the Master Equipment List shews both yarn and
ribbon packing applicable to the ^1 pump.

7.2 Spent Fuel Pool Process Radiation Monitor Review

On July 7 the inspector identified that two alarms were cresent on the spent
- fuel pool local panel but were not identified in the reactor operators alarm

log. The reactor operators on shift were not aware that the two alarms were
in or it there was any work ongoing. The two alarms were Spent Fual Pool
Pump 02 trip (alarm 1.5) and Spent Fuel Pool Cooling loop 1 radiation alert
(alarm 3.4). The operator status board showed that Spent Fuel Pool Pump 02
was out of service. The inspector noted that the radiaticn monitor computer
showed that the Spent Fuel Pool Heat Exchanger 01 to Radiation Detector XRE-

_

K
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4863 had been out of service for 12 days. When the unit supervisnr reviewed
the open work packages, he noted that the radiation detector had been taken
out of service on June 23, 1992.

Radiation Monitor XRE-4863 was tagged out of service on June 23 and Corrective
Maintenance Work Order 4-92-0565 implemented en June 25. The corrective
maintenance activity was -to correct a leak at Flow Indicating Switch X-FIS-
4863 and at the couplings upstream and downstream of the switch. The work
activity was completed the same day and the clearance relcased on June 26. It .

was'found, however, that the couplings still leaked so the work package
remained open and corrective maintenance was rescheduled for July 8, 1992.

The inspector noted that the work package was to be performes tgain without
any revisions. The inspector questioned the use of the same work instructions
that had previously had all the instruction steps signed off as complete. The
work instructions did not provide for a second series of sign of fs. The
licensee identified that this practice was permitted by Procedure STA-606,
1evision 18, " Work Requests and Work Orders," Section 6.6.3.11, which states
- that, "WC instructions may br repeated to obtain an acceptable result without
a revisiM to the work order." This observation was discussed with
maintenance management personnel and it was determined to have met their
expectations and the procedural requirements.

-The inspectors also reviewed the auxiliary operators logs for the period
June 23 through July 7, 1992. It was noted that Alarm 3.4 was first
identified as being in on June 23 and was logged each shift until June 27.
However, during this period, the reactor operators were not notified that the
alarm was in and had not been including it as an alarm which was providing an
input to a main control board annunciator. The licensee reviewed the
auxiliary; operators log practices and now requires that each auxiliary
operator identify the annunciators that are in for each of their local panels.
--The reactor operato_rs then verify that their alarm status logs are correct for

'

each main control board annunciator.

7.3 Postreactor Trip Troubleshooting and Maintenance
.

The inspector obst.rved the: troubleshooting activities conductec j the I&C
department in close coordination-with operations department. Initial

troubleshooting consisted of a detailed review of electrical and logic system
-drawings. This review along with post-trip data review indicated several
realistic ;cenarios for a common MFW pump trip. These trips are activated by'

.

relays located in the SSPS cabinets. Both trains of SSPS were visually-
-inspected for-relays " pulled in."--SSPS Train A had SG 4 low pressure relay
actuated. This relay is part o? the antiwater hammer protection circuitry

.
that requires only one of four signals to cause a' trip of both MFW pumps..

Work Package 1-92-16361-00 was written to troubleshoot the Train A SSPS
cabinet in accordance with Procedure MDA-lll, Revision 0, " Maintenance
Department Troubleshooting Activities." While the package was being written,

-

,

&
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I&C drew several circuit cards from stock and began to bench test the
universal logic card in anticipation of the installed card failing during
performance of the Train A SSPS logic test (0PT-445). Operations attempted to
verify the earlier visual findings of the actuated relay by performing
OPT-445: Fowever, all logic tests passed and SG 4 low pressure relay did not
actuate again. Therefore, after additional consultation with Westinghouse and
site personnel, the licensee decided to replace the universal logic card and
two additional cards that could have aff ected its output and thus caused SG 4

'

low pressure relay to actuate.

.The cards removed from Train A SSPS were bench tested and subjected to high
temperatures in attempts to recreate the failure that led to the trip of both
MFW pump. The cards did not fail and have been sent to Westinghouse for
additional testing.

The review of the associated work activities found no discrepancies. The
inspector found 1&C and operations personnel involved ir, the troubleshooting
to be well organized and they proceeded in a slow, cautious, and methodical
method that ensured equipment and personnel safety.

Management made the decision to restart after additional monitoring equipment
was installed in the circuitry to monitor for possible future intermittent
relay actuation. No clear indication of failures was available and the
troubleshooting activities appeared to have been broad and in-depth.

,

7.4 Main St!am Atmospheric Relief Valve'

'

The licensee. performed corrective maintenance Work Order 1-92-017903-00 for
Main Steam Atmospheric Relief Valve 1-PV-2327. The work order was initiated
to troubleshoot the -valve bec.use it had previously failed to stroke within
the time established for inservice testing. The inspector verified that the
applicable Limiting Condition for Operation Action Requirement was entered.

Prior to beginning the work activity on June 30. the I&C technicians performed
a detailed review of the valve control _ logic and received a comprehensive pre-
job briefing from the I&C supervisor. The work activity was closely
coordinated with the operators and an =.uxiliary operator was provided to
stroke the valve with the upstream manual isolation valve closed. During the
initial valve stroke, the valve exceeded the inservice test stroke time
requirement. The auxiliary operator cnmmunicated that he had not kept the
open signal present throughout the valve stroke and that was why the valve ,

stroke time.was greater than expected. Subsequent-valve stroke times were
-within the-inservice test-requirement. Procedure OPT-504A, Revision 3,
" Operability Test for Various Main Steam Valves," was completed satisfactorily
and.the valve returned to service.-

.The inspector noted that the inservice test valve stroke time had been revised
'

in Procedure OPT-504A. This was based on increasing the valve stroke length
to provide increased steam flow capacity. The inspector reviewed Design
Modification 90-0258, . Revision 0, which revised the main steam atmospheric

.._. . -._ __--- . - . _ - . - . . - , _ . - - - _ . , , .,.- , , _ -,
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relief valves (1-PV-2325, -2326, -2327, and -2328) to provide increased flow
capability to 820,000 - 880,000 pounds /'our at 1200 psig. The applicable*

design basis _ documents and procedures were revised to reflect the increased,

steam flow capabilities of the atmospheric relief valves.

7.5 Observation of Valve Replacement on the Postaccident Samplina Svstem

-The inspectors observed work activities performed on Solenoid Valve RCP-2 in
the postaccident sampling system. Work Order 1-92-1067 required I&C to
replace Valve RCP-2 with a new solenoid valve. This work activity required
that-radiation protection personnel perform an assessment of the radiological I

hazards prior to the crew beginning work. I

The inspectors observed a radiation protection _(RP) technician survey the work
area'and perform- swipe tests.on_ the local area where the 1&C technicians would

'be working. The RP technician briefed the work crew and the inspectors on the
survey conditions and the radiological. controls.

During'the. work activities, the RP technician censistently monitored the
general area and the I&C work activities. The inspectors observed the I&C>

technicians perform their work in accordance with Work Order 1-92-1067-00 and
approved prucedures. The I&C technicians coordinated their activities with
chemistry. The.1&C technicians removed the existing solenoid valve in
accordance with the work order and replaced it with the new solenoid valve.
Work. instructions were followed step by step. Review of the work package
' indicated that all required signoffs were performed. No discrepancies were
' observed during this work activity.

7.6 TDAFW Pump

i The inspectors observed the initial tagging out of the valves associated with ,

the TDAFW pump for the required preventive maintenance to be performed.

The inspectors observed that the A0 properly implemented the clearance order
on valves to the TDAFW pump. Communication between the A0 and the control
room was-good. No discrepancies were noted during the tag-out process. The -

A0 performed his duties as required.

Upon completion of the tagging process, mecham al maintenance-personnel 1

changed the oil and~ collected samples of the oli as required by Work
Order 3-92-311957-01 and Procedure MSM-G0-0101, Revision 1, " Lubricant
Sarpling." Maintem nce personnel followed the work order instructions as

_.aquired.- Signoffs were-done as work steps were completed. The inspector did-
(, not note any-discrepancies.

,

.

!' 7.7 Summary of Findinas
-

|

' Maintenance activities were performed in accordance with the work
instructions. One violation was identified for the failure to initiate an ONE
Form for=an adverse condition on one of the MDAFW pumps. An observation was

- - _ _ _. _._ . _- _ _ _ _ _ - - . - . . _ - _ - _ . _ _ . _
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made concerning tne completeness of work instructions for previous work on the
MDAFW pump and a radiation monitor. The work instructions and assessment of
work performed did not appear to comnletely desc ibe the work performed.

8. SURVElLLANCE OBSERVATIONS (61726)

The inspectors observed the surveillance testing of safety-related systems and
components listed below to verify that the activities were being performed in
accordance with the Technical Specifications. The applicable procedures were
reviewed for adequacy, test instrumentation was verified to be in calibration,
and tcst data was reviewed for accuracy and completeness. The inspectors
ascertained that any deficiencies identified were properly reviewed and
resolved.

The inspector witnessed portions of the following surveillance test
activities:

8.1 Train A Safeguards Slave Relay K603 Actuation Test -

The inspector witnessed the control room staff perform Procedure Change
Notice (PCN) OPT-465A, " Train A Safeguards Slave Relay K603 Actuation Test "
Revision 3. This test was performed in Mode 1. This test started Diesel
Generator 01, closed Centrifugal Charging Pumps 1 and 2 miniflow valves,
opened centrifugal charging pump safety injection isolation valves,
deenergized screen wash header exhaust fan's, primary exhaust supply fans, and
actuated the Train A sequencer.

The inspector witnessed the unit supervisor conduct a thorough briefing with
all participants involved with the test. The inspector observed the operators 1
perform their required prerequisites, such as aligning the primary plant
ventilation system to ensure a negative pressure will be maintained in various
areas, c.nd also check valve positions. The inspector verified that electrical
maintenance technicians measured the voltage between terminals to verify that
the Relay K603 contact was open, and that the resistance across the terminals
on all supply f ans indicated open.

Upon actuation of slave Relay K603, PCN OPT-465A was complete and the
operators began restoring the systems involved back to normal operating
position. Observations by the inspector during restoration indicated that
both-office and service area recirculation fans were turned on by the
operators as required by PCN OPT-811, " Office and Service Area Ventilation
System," Revision 4. -However, PCN OPT-465A has a note that states, "The
Office and Service Area Recirculation fans are 100 percent capacity fans. The
second fan should be started just prior to energizing the K603 relay. Do not
run both fans simultaneously for an extended period of time." This note
appears to be in conflict with S0P-811 which requires that both fans be in
operation as a normal lineup. The inspector informed the licensee of this
procedural discrepancy. A licensee representative told the inspector that he

._ -. - _ _ _ - _ _ - - - -
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thought that the FSAR listed the fans as 50 percent capacity and, therefore,
the two fans running met the required intent. Tlie licensee is reviewing the
procer ure requiretvts.

During the latter art of the inspection period, the licensee informed the
inspector that those fans were 50 percent capacity fans as indicated in FSAR
Section 9.4C.6. The licensee also incorporated PCN OPT-465A-R3-2 to delete
the note which identifies the office and service area recirculation fans as,

100 percent capacity. This procedure change corrects the conflict between
PCN OPT-465A and SOP-811.

8.2 Diesel Generator Operability Test

lne inspector observed portions of PCN OPT-214A, " Diesel Generator Operability
Test," Revision 6. This test was performed in conjunction with Train A
Safeguards Slave Relay K603 actuation test. The diesel was started with the
actuation of K603 slave relay. The inspector observed the operators perform
required prerequisites prior to the start of the diesel. Communication
between the reactor operator and A0 was good. Observations by the inspector
indicated that the control room operators performed well and adhered to
procedures. Once the diesel generator was started, the operators used the-

recommended loading seq ance to increase load to 6.3 MW as required by
OPT-214A. All required steps were followed during this evolution of loading.
No deficiencies were identified.

.

8.3 Spent Fuel Pool Coolina System

The inspector witnessed the operators perform PCN OPT-223,_" Spent Fuel Pool
Cooling System Operability Test," Revision 1. This proceaure was modified to
eliminate an A0 from manipulating Valve XSF-0003 because it is located in ac
contaminated area, and the spent fuel pool is normally in operation at all
times and, therefore,'some procedural steps in PCN OPT-223 are not necessary,

h The unit and shift supervisors briefed the operators involved in the test and
-

thoroughly explained that S0P-506, " Spent Fuel Pool Cooling And Cleanup
System," Revision 5, would be used in conjunction with PCN OPT-223. This
briefing was clear and all personnel involved understood their -

responsibilities. The test was performed as instructed, and test data
recorded was within the acceptance criteria. The shift supervisor informed
the inspector that a procedure change had been submitted to eliminate certain
steps in PCN'0PT-223. No deficiencies were noted.

,

8- 4 AFW System Operability Test-.

The inspector observed OPT-206A, " Auxiliary feedwater Operability Test,"
Revision 6, on the ' MFW pump. The inspector accompanied the operators during
the performance of ~ s operability test. The A0 performed his duties as
required by PCN OP', 6A and the A0 field supervisor vtrified his performance.
Ccamunication was dif ficult because of the AFW turbire running; however,
required tasks were accomplished in a satisfactory mmner. Review of the

-. ... - . -- - -. - _ - - - -- - - - - .
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preliminary data indicated that all steps were followed and recorded data was
within acceptable limits. Management attention was evident in that the

,

operations-manager was present during this evolution.

8.5 Calibratio,n Review

The inspector verified on a selected basis that required calibration checks
were performed as required on the following items: (1) S1 Pump 1-01
meter / relays, (2) RHR Pump 1-01 meter / relays, (3) Service Water Pump il

,,

meter / relays, and (4) diesel generator turbo oil pressure and combustion air r

pressure indication.

Review of existing records indicated that the above items were calibrated as
specified except for the turbo oil pressure indication; however, the date of .

that cclibration fell witliin the 25 percent tolerance band and was scheduled
to be performed. No discrepancies were identified. '

8.6 Summary _of Findinas

The licensee implemented the surveillance program in accordance with
. procedures. ~ihe A0 field supervisors were effective in assessing the A0s
performance during surveillance activities. Management involvement was
evident on each operational test witnessed by the inspectors. The operators
were knowledgeable of their duties / tasks and performed as required by
procedure. Overall, these observations indicated a positive trend toward
self-verification and ma,agement involvement in the day-to-day activities.

,

9. SUMMARY OF TRACKING ITEMS

The following items were opened in this inspection report: ,

Violation 445/9224-01

The following item: were closed in this inspection. report:

Violation- 445/9033-01
Violation 445/9162-01
Violation 445/9162-02-
Violation 445/9162-03
LER 90-32 ,

LER 91-29
.LER 91-30
LER 90-33-
LER 91-13

o
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10. EXIT MEETING

An exit meeting was conducted on July 17, 1992, with the persons identified in
paragraph I of this report. The licensee did not identify as proprietary any,

of the materials provided to, or reviewed by, the inspectors during this >

inspection. During this meeting, the inspectors summarized the scope and
findings of the inspection. ,

,
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